Santu’s Song

JOHN HEWSON AND BEVERLEY DIAMOND

This article juxtaposes three layers of information relating to an important historical artifact: an audio recording of a song by Santu Toney, a woman who self-identified as Beothuk. The song was recorded by the American anthropologist Frank Speck in 1910. We present, first, the account Speck published about his encounter in Beothuk and Micmac (1922). Much of this information was later incorporated into Ingeborg Marshall’s definitive study, A History and Ethnography of the Beothuk (1996). Second, linguist John Hewson, who was one of the first scholars at Memorial University of Newfoundland to examine the audio recording, explains how the recording found its way back to Newfoundland, and he describes his work on the text of the song, drawing particularly on his knowledge of the extant word lists of Beothuk. Third, ethnomusicologist Beverley Diamond attempts to reassess the documentation with particular attention to the musical dimensions. She reconsiders primary documents generated by or relating to the work of Speck, with a view to teasing out various “mediations” that shaped the early twentieth-century understanding of Santu Toney. She then draws on her knowledge of First Nations transmission processes and historical sources relevant to Atlantic Canadian First Nations, to attempt an interpretation of this musical artifact.

*****

PART I: “THE CASE OF SANTU”

Extract from Frank Speck’s Beothuk and Micmac, 1922, pp. 55-70

The most surprising occurrence, however, in recent years concerning the fate of the Beothuk Indians was the accidental discovery of an old Indian woman...
named Santu, who claimed that her father was one of the last survivors of the Red Indians of Newfoundland. Since considerable discussion was aroused over the innocent claim of the old woman when I had made it public, I shall give the circumstances in some detail, for the benefit of those who may wish to determine to what extent her testimony may be relied on, before making use of the information and the brief vocabulary obtained from her.

Mr. James P. Howley, Director of the Geological Survey of Newfoundland, who for more than forty years has been interested in the history of the Beothuk, during a visit I made him at St. Johns [sic] in 1914, expressed his unbelief in Santu’s veracity. Notwithstanding the fact that Mr. Howley’s opinions, based on his extensive knowledge of Newfoundland history and physiography, deserve serious consideration, I hardly think, under the circumstances, that the conclusions of one trained in sciences other than ethnology are sufficient to warrant absolutely casting aside information which may be of value, and which on the face of it does bear some semblance of truthfulness.

In July, 1910, I happened to talk over ethnological matters with a family of Micmac who were temporarily camped near Gloucester, Mass. The family consisted of an aged woman, her son, his wife and child (plates xxxi-xxxvi). They all spoke Micmac. The family name was Toney. On inquiring of the young man, Joe Toney, where he was born, he told me in Newfoundland. Then becoming more interested, I inquired if his mother was a native of Newfoundland, he replied that she was. After a few minutes talk with his mother, he said that she was not a true Micmac, but that her father was an Osa’qana Indian from Red Pond, Newfoundland. This naturally startled me, because it referred indirectly to the supposedly extinct Beothuk. Further conversation with the young man, who translated my questions to his mother, disclosed the fact that she was endeavoring to explain to me that, while her mother was a Micmac woman, her father was a member of the tribe which had been exterminated in the island by white men. There was at this time in her statements no idea of boasting, nor of gaining money or favor. She did not claim to know any words of her father’s language, but declared her willingness, if I would give her time, to try to recall some. On one thing she was definite at the very first: that her father claimed that he had been stained red when he was a baby among his own people, and that his people were very crude and were persecuted by the English. He had, it seems, been taken by the Micmac when he was young, reared by them, and converted to Christianity. As for the rest, suffice to say that I spent time when possible during the rest of the summer in following the family about from one summer resort to another, encouraging the old lady, through her son, to endeavor to recall all that she could of what she had heard her father narrate of his early life and people. The old woman was very difficult to work with; because of growing senility she was unable to concentrate her attention on any one thing for a sufficient length of time really to accomplish anything. Petty family troubles and present ills con-
sumed her interest. And so by eking out reminiscences of that period of her life when she lived with her father in Newfoundland, I tediously gathered the information that follows. In September I lost traces of the family, which, I learned later had moved to Attleboro, Mass. Knowing the old women’s manner and the circumstances, I am convinced that she was not intentionally fabricating a story. My only distrust of the material she was able to give lies in the accuracy of her memory, especially in regard to her vocabulary.

**The Informant’s History**

Santu was born in Newfoundland near “Red Pond” (Red Indian Lake), about seventy-five years ago (dating from 1912). Her father, “Kop” (name of a red root found in the lake, according to her vocabulary), was a full-blooded native of a tribe which called itself Osa’γana. With her father she left Newfoundland at about the age of ten, or a little less, and removed to Nova Scotia, where she passed her early womanhood. Her mother was a Micmac woman, one of the band who lived in Newfoundland. She died, it seems, when Santu was quite young. When Santu grew up, she married a Mohawk and spent part of her time in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, and part in roaming about in the neighborhood of the Great Lakes with her Mohawk husband until the Civil War broke out, when, to escape being drafted, he led her wandering again throughout the northeastern states and eastern Canada. Her husband then died. Santu returned to Nova Scotia and married a Micmac chief near Yarmouth, whose name was Toney. Living there a while, she had four or five children, and finally, with her youngest son, separated from her husband and since then has been drifting about the New England states with him, earning an uncertain living by basket-making, bead-working, and fortune-telling. Her one son, Joe Toney, still lives with her. He has married a Micmac woman of Nova Scotia and they have one child (1912).

**Ethnological Notes**

Santu remembers in her childhood having traveled with her father in the skin canoes which seem to have been one of the types of craft in use by the Osa’γana. While the details of construction given by Santu were very vague, it seems that the canoe was more of a kayak. It was about fifteen feet in length and about two and a half in width, constructed on a wooden framework with a caribou- or seal-skin covering sewed with water-tight seams. The seams were sewed by laying the two edges together, bending them over and sewing the three thicknesses together. Bone awls, she said, were used to perforate the holes for the stitches. The bow of the canoe, she remarked, was straightened and stiffened by a piece of spruce-bark [sic], and another curved piece held the stern in shape. The bottom was found. At the back sat the man with his paddle. The whole front
of the craft was covered with the skin, forming an enclosure large enough to contain the whole family, including women, children, dogs, and property. At his side and in front of him the man had his harpoon and other necessaries fastened on the side of the deck. It is to be understood from this description that a covered kayak-like type of boat is described. The skin-covering of the canoe was so arranged that it could be wrapped around the waist of the man so that no water could come into the hold in rough weather. In this craft the family traveled all over the country by waterways and coast, day and night. When a landing and camp were to be made the cover would be taken off the canoe, poles cut for a wigwam, and a temporary camp made until it was time to move on. Santu herself remembers being bundled in with dogs and members of her family, and traveling by night and day with her father.

The people, she claimed, subsisted largely on sea mammals’ flesh and caribou, using the harpoon for killing the former and the bow and arrow for the latter. When an animal was killed with an arrow, the arrow was never used again, but thrown away as a kind of sacrifice.

Flesh to be eaten was thrown on the fire and only partly roasted. Her father, she remembers, would eat little or no vegetal food nor bread. His diet consisted mostly of half-roasted meat.

A certain species of leaves was smoked in stone pipes. Allowance should be made for the probability that in some of these descriptions the old woman’s memory was so hazy that she could not distinguish between what she intended to claim as applying to the customs of her father’s people and those of the Micmac-Montagnais among whom they lived.

The most interesting information is that describing an annual ceremony participated in by the tribe at “Red Pond.” It took place in the spring of the year when the tribe gathered and enjoyed, to use Santu’s phrase, “a big time.” Games were played, among them the dice-and-bowl game in two forms. One of these was with seven dice discs and a bowl, and seventeen counters — four square ones and a crooked one called the “chief.” The other form of the game was played with one large die, about two inches across, and six small ones, which were thrown upon a blanket or a hide and struck sidewise with the hand. Men only played the latter. The Micmac and other eastern tribes, she claimed, learned this game originally from her people. It is worthy of note that this game does not occur among the Wabanaki west of the Micmac. Dancing and feasting accompanied the event. At a certain time the men procured quantities of a kind of red root from the lake and squeezed from it the juice which was used for staining their bodies red. The ceremony is said to have lasted about ten days. Every person in the tribe was dyed. Children who were born during the year away in the hunting territories were brought to this ceremony for the first time and received their coat of dye, which was to last them for the year. It is supposed that under certain conditions the dye could be renewed, though the application of the coloring was regarded as a kind of
initiation and mark of tribal identity. One good application is said to have lasted
six months. Santu’s father, she claimed, was the last child to have been treated in
this way. When he grew up he was converted to Catholicism and gave up his belief
in the necessity of the red dye. If anyone was observed by the child to have some of
the coloring washed from any part of his body, he was ordered to go to water and
wash off his dye as a punishment, and not to renew it until the next ceremony.

Santu heard the tradition from her father that in his grandfather’s time
[?] a ship was wrecked off the coast of Newfoundland and all hands were
drowned except two women who, with the help of the natives, were brought
ashore. One of them shortly afterward died; the other remained with the tribe,
made one of the men, and spent her life there. Her father thought that he
was descended from this woman.

Several opinions expressed by Santu regarding her father’s people may be
of value. One was in reply to a direct question as to whether her father’s people
were of mixed Eskimo and Indian blood. Friendly relations, she said, were
maintained with the Labrador Eskimo and Indians. Some of her father’s peo-
ple, she said, when dispersed, joined them. She remembers, while living in Nova
Scotia, a paternal uncle or great-uncle returning from Greenland where he had
emigrated and intermarried with the Eskimo there, and that there were a num-
ber of children. He died there within six months after coming to Nova Scotia.
Santu stated that she had a relative (I fail to recall whether it was a cousin or a
brother) somewhere who knew a great deal of the Osa’qana language.

The Micmac, she said, came to Newfoundland a long time ago and for a
while, with the white people, fought her people. Afterward a number inter-
married with the Osa’qana some of the descendants of the latter being still
scattered here and there among the Micmac of Newfoundland and elsewhere.

There seems little doubt from Santu’s statements that Osa’qana descend-
ants may be found in the maritime provinces and that the tribal name itself is
one of the name terms for the tribe known in history as the Beothuk.

Santu, with great difficulty during the summer, remembered the follow-
ing words in her father’s language:

be’nəm, woman (Micmac and Malecite épit, Penobscot p’he’nəm).
gu’wa, fat person (Micmac me’gigiit).
gau, rain (Micmac gi’ksesa’’).  
hël, baby cradle, or cradle-board.
tu’ b, baby blanket (Micmac wobi’ sun).
se’ko, prayer (Micmac alasu’’dma).
si’kane’’su, whale (Micmac po’dëp, Penobscot -es’u, “living creature,” noun
ending in animal names).

NOTE: a, b, weakly articulated final consonants.
Her father’s people, Santu alleged, used their hands a great deal in conversation. The only word in the above list in which any resemblance can be recognized as occurring in any of the published Beothuk lists is the term, be’nam “woman.” Compare emam-(emamoose), “woman” (Peyton vocabulary; Lloyd in Journal of the Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland, 1875) and enam, “woman,” given by Patterson in Transactions of the Royal Society of Canada, vol. x.

Among other reminiscences I add the following song [see 3. above], transcribed by Mr. J.D. Sapir from a phonograph record made by Santu while she was camped at Hampton Beach, N.H., in 1910. It was a rendition of a song that she had learned from her father when she was a girl. She claimed that her father told her that it was an Osa’yana song.

The syllables were too inarticulate to be taken down at the time, I am sorry to say. Santu stated that she was unable to explain them, because they had no sequence of meaning to her.

Again during my trip in Newfoundland I inquired of several elderly Indians about the woman Santu. John Paul, already mentioned, knew of a woman of Santu’s description who had gone to Nova Scotia and was there the wife of a wealthy Micmac chief named Toney. He furthermore, much to my inward surprise, credited the claim that her father had been a man of Red Indian blood. He
stated that the thing was not only possible, but that it might well be expected to be true, considering the sedentary habits of many of the Micmac hunters and the secretiveness of the Indians concerning the Red Indians a generation or so ago through fear of retaliation or at least molestation at the hands of the English, since such a stir had been raised over them. From Micmac in Newfoundland I even learned of another man, George McCloud [McLeod?], whom no one could locate at the time. He was said to have knowledge not only of the Red Indian language, but also of where descendants could still be found in Labrador.

If, despite the meagerness of our actual knowledge of the tribe, any conclusions are at all permissible, I believe the indications will increasingly show that the Beothuk formed an archaic member of the culture group which embraced the Micmac and other northeastern Algonkian. This is a strong corroboration of the evidence of linguistic relationship with the Algonkian. As for the likelihood of Eskimo relationship, the links of union, either archeological or otherwise, are not a bit stronger than between the Eskimo and the Montagnais. The next thing to be done in this field, aside from systematic archeological research, is to collect a sufficient quantity of mythological material from the Newfoundland Indians for comparison with that of the Micmac of the mainland in order to determine, if possible, traces of what might be considered Beothuk influence.

Notes

48 Previously to this Mr. Howley had indicated in a letter that he thought the informant was making her claim for the purpose of gain.
49 Later, in the following spring, Mr. R.S. Dahl, a former associate of Mr. Howley, who was also deeply interested in the Beothuk, came to Philadelphia to see me concerning Santu. When, however, he went to Atteboro to trace them, the family had left. Since then Joe Toney has returned irregularly to Gloucester, Mass., where I have seen him. His mother in 1916 had returned to Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, where her husband died recently. (Since this was written I have heard that she died in 1919.)
50 Incidentally, Cope is a common family surname among the Nova Scotia Micmac, see page 103. I do not regard this information as strictly reliable.
51 We recognize in this the common craft of the Newfoundland Micmac.
52 She evidently referred to the curved keelson of spruce forming the ends.
53 Compare Howley (op. cit., p. 322) for reference to stone pipes.
54 The common Micmac and Wabanaki game of waltesta’yan.
55 This corresponds with the Micmac game of wabena’yan, played with eight ivory discs, or dice, in inch in diameter. The players, who may be of any number, take turns throwing the discs upon a blanket. There are only three throws that count. A throw showing two discs with the same side up counts one (ma’xtewi txamo’wi); one only facing up and seven opposite, count five (wa’bitewi txamo’wi). Should a player throw all, flat side down the same way, it is called mi’kicik tsiwa’walI, “turtle eggs,” and wins the game. The above is the manner in which it is played in Cape Breton.
Figure 2a. Santu Toney. Photo by Frank Speck 1910. Courtesy of the American Philosophical Society (4595a).
Figure 2b. Photo of Santu Toney’s son and his family by Frank Speck. Courtesy of the American Philosophical Society (4595a).
PART II: SANTU’S SONG: A LINGUIST’S PERSPECTIVE

BY JOHN HEWSON

INTRODUCTION

In the 1970s, when preparing materials for *The Beothuk Vocabularies*, which was published at the end of the decade (Hewson 1978), I was searching on both sides of the Atlantic for original materials concerning the Beothuk Indians. From the American Philosophical Society in Philadelphia I received copies of materials deposited by Frank Speck relative to his visit to Newfoundland recorded in his book, *Beothuk and Micmac* (Speck 1922). There were newspaper clippings and correspondence with a variety of people, including a couple of letters from James P. Howley, author of *The Beothuks* (1916), and Speck’s handwritten notes taken down in July 1910 from an old lady camped out near Gloucester, Massachusetts, who claimed to be descended from a Beothuk father and a Micmac mother.

Speck also mentions (1922, 67) a song, that he recorded on “a phonograph record,” a song that Santu sang and claimed she had learned as a child from her Beothuk father. It never occurred to me that the wax cylinder on which this song was recorded would also have been deposited by Speck along with his other papers at the American Philosophical Society offices. However, Victor DuPree, who at that time was the Director of Language Laboratories at Memorial University, saw the opportunity. He had earlier spent a considerable amount of time trying to track down any trace of the little Beothuk girl Oubee who had been taken back to England in the last years of the eighteenth century by Thomas Stone of Winterbourne Minster in Dorset, but regrettably without any success. He now wrote to the American Philosophical Society inquiring about the wax cylinder, if it still existed, and if so, would it be possible to get a copy. The reply was affirmative and a copy was procured and stored in the language laboratory at Memorial.

INTERPRETATIONS OF THE SONG

I listened to the tape several times and did not try to decipher any speech sounds because a lot of North American Aboriginal songs have no words, and the recording was so scratchy and indistinct that words, if any, were not obvious. Speck in fact states (1922, 67): “The syllables were too inarticulate to be taken down at the time, I am sorry to say. Santu stated that she was unable to explain them, because they had no sequence of meaning for her.”

I also could not make sense of the transcription of the music that J.D. Sapir, son of Edward Sapir (one of the most famous linguists of the twentieth century, who
worked early in his career for the National Museum in Ottawa) had transcribed for Speck (1922, 68). Some years later, however, a St. John’s music teacher and pianist, Mary Muckle, expressed interest in the song because she was recording lullabies from a considerable variety of languages, and she did her own transcription of the music on the recording. Looking at this manuscript transcription, I saw at once why I could make little sense of the published transcription of Sapir: the first line of three or four bars was missing from the version published in Speck’s book (1922, 68).

Given that I could now relate Mary Muckle’s transcription to what I was hearing on the tape, I realized that I had given up too easily; a little more perseverance and I would have discovered for myself why I could not make sense of Sapir’s transcription. This gave birth to the thought that I had also taken Speck’s word too seriously, that “The syllables were too inarticulate to be taken down,” and that I had consequently given up too easily on making a phonetic transcription of the sounds made by the voice, which might indeed be speech sounds. I returned to the tape, began to distinguish syllables, and to make a draft transcription of what were, in fact, quite obviously speech sounds. It took me two weeks of arduous repetitive listening to produce a transcription that I would consider, given the problems of the quality of the recording, to be a reasonable phonetic interpretation and representation of what I was hearing.

Soon after, while working with Bernard Francis, a native speaker of Micmac, in Sydney, Nova Scotia, I met Franziska von Rosen, a musician interested in Native American music, who sent a copy of the song to Beverley Diamond (then) in the Music Department at Queen’s University in Kingston, Ontario. She did a further transcription and supplied a half page of notes on the style of the song, as Native music. At this time, in the early 1990s, the CBC was also organizing a series of telecasts on the history of Newfoundland, and it was thought that the segment on the Beothuks might include a recording of the Beothuk song. It was decided that my daughter Jean, a well-known traditional singer, would attempt to record a performance of the song, which she did using the new phonetic transcription and her own transcription of the music.

The recording was made, but the telecast on the Beothuks had too much material and it was not included. It was broadcast, however, and the CBC has rebroadcast it on several occasions. It is now accessible on the internet. The CBC also produced a “cleaned-up” digital recording of Santu’s 1910 performance, which removed a lot of the ambient noise created by the wax disc player.
Santu’s Song

PART 1

Si-a-pes ka mis-ku-na-pit su-la put-te u-swal-kwi ta-pu-ati ta-

PART 2

ke-la-gi ta-pu-ta-la-pi ka-mis-ku na-pit an si-a-pes en-

sen ti-tu-leun wel-nun-sul na-tla-si a i-kel na-pe-nut(s)

PART 3

na-pa-ma li-e-wul-te ki-ne- nu-e ku-le-len-tan

tu-ma-la-na wu-si-na tel tu__ siel we-ka-kwa kwa-uel se-ska-su-na

te-mi-wel i-ka-na Ti do do do do do do ne-ka-

pi-ku sa-li-nai ne-ka-pi-ku kwa-na-te na-ne-li-

Figure 3. The Hewson/Diamond Transcription of Santu’s Song.
TRANSCRIPTION NOTES

The deterioration of the audio recording renders a totally accurate transcription virtually impossible. By working from a recording that had a lot of the noise of the wax cylinder recording filtered out, however, and by using digital editing and time-stretching tools, we were able to transcribe much of the text reliably and to determine the range of variability for other syllables or words. In particular, we were able to hear word and line repetitions that had been hitherto elusive. The very filtering that reduced noise, however, also exacerbated the ability to hear certain consonants. The most intransigent problems were as follows:

- bilabials "p" and "m" are hard to distinguish.
- when aspiration occurs, the consonant is obscured; hence, "t" may be "h" or "s". The final word in the second last line, then, might be “halape,” “halame,” talape,” or “talame.”
- consonants preceding a long “i” are harder to distinguish than syllables with other consonants. The first word, then, might be “siupe” or tiupe.”
- final “l” sounds are virtually inaudible. We think we hear them in m. 17, 18, and 21.
- word divisions are hard to determine except where there is word repetition. Because part three is the most repetitive, the word divisions are the clearest in this section.
- the slurred melisma in m. 15 is particularly unclear. We have transcribed a single vowel sound here but there may be vowel changes that are simply indecipherable.

*****

PART III: SANTU’S SONG REVISITED

BY BEVERLEY DIAMOND

Santu Toney’s history can be reread in several productive ways. Rather than seeing her as an anomaly (a Beothuk after her people were said to be extinct, as Speck regarded her, or a fake, as Howley apparently saw her), her hybrid ancestry and intercultural lifeways may be explored in relation to the complex heritage of other First Nations families in Newfoundland. Her experience as a cultural mediator may be compared to that of other Aboriginal women in eastern North America. The song itself may be fruitfully examined without preconceptions about what a “piece” of music is, and the internal stylistic elements may be reconsidered in light of what we know about oral transmission processes in Aboriginal contexts. Similarly, the documents that Speck generated about Santu may be re-examined
for traces of the power-laden relationships that inflected his personal and professional encounters.

Santu’s life story raises broader questions about how we interpret Inuit, First Nations, and Metis relationships more generally in Newfoundland and Labrador. The relationships between the Beothuk and the province’s other Aboriginal groups — the Mi’kmaq, Innu, Inuit, and Metis — and European colonizers has long been a subject of debate. The same documentation has been scrutinized to demonstrate a deep antagonism between Beothuk and Mi’kmaq, on one hand, or evidence of friendship and collaboration, on the other. The fact that conclusions based on the same evidence can be in dispute raises several important questions for historians: a) To what extent can localized information be generalized? b) What validity do oral accounts have relative to printed documents, and what roles does the “narrative” of Beothuk history play that might be quite independent of historical accuracy? In other words, what are the tensions between narrative and print documentation? c) How do we weigh the positionality of each individual who presented evidence about the Beothuk? What were/are their vested interests? d) How have historians rationalized the contradictions in the evidence? e) Does the weight of evidence look different if we proceed from present to past rather than past to present? Given that many Aboriginal families are, in the early 21st century, researching their family history and finding the matter of their descent is a complex entanglement of various First Nations as well as European ancestry, what might we expect to learn about contact among First Nations in the past? In this regard, it is interesting that descendents of Santu Toney are in the process of sorting out their family history. A final question is one that has scarcely been considered to date. That is, is there “aural” evidence about Beothuk culture that sheds light on the question of social relationships (among First Nations and between Aboriginal and European people) corroborating or contesting the evidence of print that has, so far, been given the most credence? Santu’s song is but one shard that suggests such evidence might be fruitful.

My exploration of this song does not aim to find something authentically or uniquely Beothuk, but expects to find plurality, encounter, fluidity, and a quality of “in between.” In this regard, my work parallels that of some other contemporary ethnomusicologists who critique the “issue of indexicality” as David Samuels describes it. Samuels is one of many who has noted the problems of ethnographic accounts that assume the coherence and comprehensibility of a social group relate to the fact that group members speak a distinctive language, live in a specific type of abode, or wear a certain kind of clothing; further, he notes that such descriptions often assume that these “indexical” features have been continuous.

Confronted with, say, a Native American representative, sitting on a sofa in a ranch-style stucco house, wearing a designer outfit, television to one side, crucifix on the wall, speaking in English about how important it is to her to be traditional, anxiety overtakes culture, disintegrating analysis into a fretful struggle over contamination and what is really real. (2005, 6)
In place of this approach, Samuels suggests that the culture of the San Carlos Apache is more like a pun, “the structure of a sign that points in multiple directions at once” (8). He suggests that ambiguity is close to the heart of cultural meaning for the people about whom he writes. His study demonstrates how music, in particular, may have an important capacity “to capture worldviews simultaneously” (21).

The problem of indexicality that Samuels identifies is pertinent to the Beothuk, whose tribal history has usually been described in terms that represent it as distinct and separable from that of their neighbours, the Innu, Inuit, and Mi’kmaq. As the first section of this tripartite exploration demonstrates, even Speck was bothered when the evidence did not confirm this. Contemporary historians, however, uncover more and more evidence of inter-indigenous interaction. Martijn notes extensive evidence of interaction between Mi’kmaq and Innu, for instance, observing that “interrmarriage is believed to have been so common that more than half the Mi’kmaq population on the island today can probably claim some Innu ancestry.”

Collaboration between Mi’kmaq and Beothuk, on the other hand, merits further study since “[clashes] are the events which tend to be singled out and recorded, whereas other, more practical aspects of contact between these Native cultures, in the form of intermarriage, acts of hospitality, mutual assistance, and barter remained un-noted” (2005, 79-80). Santu’s history is thoroughly inter-indigenous and hybrid.

Another pair of concepts that I have found useful in attempting a new interpretation of Santu’s song is the dyad of “expectation” and “anomaly” recently theorized by Lakota historian, Philip Deloria. In Indians in Unexpected Places, a study that contributes to the recovery of Native perspectives on performance, technology, sports and contemporary music in the early twentieth century, Deloria emphasizes how expectation frames the writing of American history, particularly with regard to Native and non-Native interaction. He looks particularly at the movement from Euroamerican expectations of Indians as violent, in the pre-Wounded Knee days of the late nineteenth century, to expectations of Indians as pacified, post 1890. Those mainstream expectations for Lakota are partially the right ones for the Beothuk, who were also “expected” to be violent; the inevitable occasional antagonisms between Beothuk and Mi’kmaq have been read as the “norm” by many historians to date. 5 But there is another expectation that has been persistent, reflected in the frequent use of the word “doomed” in historical accounts. The story of “Shanadithit, the last Beothuk,” who died in 1829 is perpetuated to the present day in spite of contemporary families who can trace intermarriage. The flawed narrative of extinction has been so strong that it has prevented historians from taking seriously the claims of Frank Speck that he had recorded the voice of a Beothuk woman almost a century later. 7 Santu is, then, an anomaly, but not in the sense that I suggested above that Speck or Howley regarded her. Rather, the knowledge she shared challenged many of the conceptions of the day about how an Indian woman of her generation should be.
It is now very clear that colonialism was experienced differently by women and men, although the specifics of this difference are still fragmentary. Leacock’s influential discussion (1980) of the strategies of early missionaries who tried to keep women and children close to the mission where they could be more easily influenced by Christian teachings pertains here. Already in the seventeenth century, then, women in eastern North America were cast as cultural mediators. By the nineteenth century, women had acquired specific forms of economic power, as basket makers or beadwork artisans, for instance. They were simultaneously activists on behalf of their communities, and strategic conformists to mainstream expectations, often by performing as “princesses” or “fortune tellers.” More and more examples come to light each year. McBride has documented the life of Penobscot actor and dancer Molly Spotted Elk who thrilled audiences both in New York and in Paris, where she eventually settled, while also working to preserve and disseminate the traditional stories of her people. McBride has also worked on the autobiography of Lucy Nicholar (stage name Princess Watawoso) whose life as a craftsperson and classical pianist were in no way incongruent with her political activism and community engagement. So too, the partially Mohawk, Pauline Johnson, whose writing and performance “chronicled and questioned prejudice and oppression,” as Strong-Boag’s biography (2000) demonstrates. Recently, museum curator and Mi’kmaq elder, Stephen Augustine, suggested to me that women’s roles as cultural mediators in the nineteenth and early twentieth century related also to the fact that they could move more safely than men could in urban spaces. Hence, they took the baskets and other wares to town to sell while their men stayed out of the public eye. All of these partially cosmopolitan women lived the kind of pun-like ambiguity that points in several directions simultaneously, as Samuels describes it. Santu Toney was another, rather similar in her juggling of economic (basket-making, fortune-telling) and cultural work (meeting with anthropologists, raising her son and grandchild). She was a traveller, not the localized, community-based kind of Indian that was the stereotype in the early twentieth century. Like many contemporary Aboriginal families in Newfoundland whose ancestry and friendships were/are a complex mix, Santu’s network included Inuit, Innu, Mi’kmaq, Mohawk, and European. Furthermore, as a fortune teller and trader, her lifeways crossed many cultural and linguistic borders.

THE AUDIO RECORDING

Before considering the content of her performance, it is important to describe the technology of the day. Speck recorded her on a wax cylinder, itself a fragile format that deteriorated severely with every replaying. Hewson has described the process by which it was copied with a cassette copy eventually reaching MUNFLA. Cassettes also deteriorate markedly over time and so, by the time we were able to digitize this
audio artifact, much audio data was irrevocably lost and the noise of the recording process itself gives us a heavily masked image of her voice. Using digital technology, we can cut some of the noise but we may simultaneously be changing her voice.9 I worked with three different restorations to attempt transcription. The consonants, in particular, which are hard to distinguish, were the main points of difference between my initial transcription and that of Hewson. For example, he wrote the second word as “tanutulati,” where I heard “kamiskunapit” or perhaps “kamistanapeo” (Innu for big man, spirit helper, or grandfather). The transcription notes (above) describe other problems.

It is also important to note that the recording technology of the day sometimes led scholars to ask performers to sing without accompaniment, so that the voice could be heard more clearly. A well-known instance of this was Frances Densmore who advised that “an Indian drum does not record well, and a rattle does not record at all. A short stick on a pasteboard box gives the percussion without resonance, which is all that is wanted unless the records are for exhibition use ...” (cited in Gray 1988, ix). A stick tapping either birchbark or a small wooden, hand-held saucer, on the other hand, is a traditional Mi’kmaq/Malecite accompaniment.10 It is impossible to ascertain whether Santu might have used such accompaniment had she been allowed to.

TOWARD AN ETHNOMUSICOLOGICAL INTERPRETATION OF SANTU’S SONG

Ethnography is central to the work of contemporary ethnomusicologists. Hence, the challenge of trying to make some sense of a single text takes me outside my usual methods and frames of reference. I have not worked as a textualist in recent years and when I did, I relied on methods that I no longer regard as adequate. Unsettled then, I had to ask hard questions about what the internal evidence of a song actually could mean, and what frames of reference were relevant for determining the history of oral traditions. My approach is necessarily that of an outsider, but with some knowledge of both archival and contemporary recordings of First Nations singers in Atlantic Canada.

The question I wanted to answer of this song was: What might we assume about Santu’s agency in selecting what she would record for Speck? Is this unanswerable or were there clues?

Initially, I queried what the song itself could tell us if we listened/looked carefully at its pitches and rhythms, its repetition patterns, and text. I questioned why we should assume that this was a “piece” rather than a bit of play or a process of communication. Why should we assume that it was singular — a unified whole — rather than a series of fragments? Santu claimed that she learned “it” from her father, but what was that “it”? A capacity for singing, a corpus of songs, or a single
song? I look for instance at whether there are clear points of closure within the performance, or whether there are differentiated styles for different segments of the performance.

Speck (1922, 66-67) tells us that the words were likely vocables since she was "unable to explain because they had no sequence of meaning to her" and were "too inarticulate to be taken down." As he describes earlier, Hewson tried with little success to relate the words to those in several fragmentary Beothuk word lists.

The pitches and rhythms of the tune, on the other hand, are discernible. Speck published a transcription (see Figure 1) by Sapir that does not start at the beginning, as if Sapir thought the first phrase was extraneous. He seems only to have "heard" the song at the point where the metric structure clarifies. Since, at that point, there are two measures of four, he writes the song in 4/4 metre, even though the accent structure and motivic repetition of the rest of the song defies this consistency. In the first two lines of my transcription, I have indicated a metric grouping that reflects shifting accents and repetition patterns. The middle part of the song (lines 3-5 of my transcription), however, sounds "freer" to me, as if the delivery of the text rather than a steady pulse governed the presentation. The durations are still transcribable into quarter and half notes, but the underlying pulsation is not easily grouped as it was in part one. The third part of the song changes rhythmic structure again, now having a clear and consistent triple pattern. These very different rhythmic qualities lead me to suspect that Santu performed, not one, but perhaps three different songs, or possibly only song fragments. Further analysis supported this hypothesis.

The scales and formal structures of the three parts of the song differ. Part one (ending at the first double barline) uses six notes, transcribed here as EG₁A₁B₁C₁D₁. While I considered that this very short section might be a song fragment, or an uncertain beginning, it does seem to have some elements of repetition that suggest a discrete structure. Phrases one and three are parallel (the first two words and the melodic motives to which they are sung are mirrored at the end). That is "siapes kamiskunapit" sung initially to motives marked "a" and "b" is repeated "kamiskunapit siapes" sung to motives "b" and "a" at the end of "part one." The mirror relationship is coincidentally like the double curve design that features so prominently in Mi’kmaw design. Analogies between visual patterns and aural ones are arbitrary but such relationships are sometimes noted by First Nations singers. Hence, I offer the observation without putting too much weight on it. There are other instances of an initial word mirrored at the end of Mi’kmaw and Wabanaki songs, in archival audio collections. These few examples, however, are slight support for an identification of part one as Mi’kmaw “in feel,” and certainly no specific genre can be identified.

The second part, on the other hand, bears a close resemblance to a subset of the rhythmically free Innu hymns (often based either on French cantiques that are named in Innu language hymnbooks, or on Latin liturgical music) that have been
recorded in Labrador. Santu may have encountered such repertoire in the dealings with Labrador Indians that she described to Speck. Indeed, among recordings of Innu hymns that I made in the 1980s, there are many with similar opening formulas — an initial leap up to an elongated note (see Figure 4 below), followed by stepwise motion as the performer declaims a phrase of text, and a cadential formula. Furthermore, the cadences ending each phrase in Santu’s part 2 have both rhythmic and pitch similarities vis-à-vis these Innu hymns. Some parallels are noted in Figure 4. Unlike part 1, the scale of this section, with a range of a minor seventh, is distinctly modal, becoming clearly Aeolian, especially after the first

\[ \text{INNU (Montagnais) hymns} \]

(first phrases)

\[ \text{(d)} \]

\[ \text{(f)} \]

\[ \text{(g)} \]

Figure 4. Innu hymns with features similar to the middle section of Santu’s song. Transcribed by B. Diamond from recordings she made in Davis Inlet, Labrador, in 1981.
While these are details that might also be found in many other repertoires, their configuration and consistent use in the aforementioned group of Innu hymns is noteworthy.

The third part is in a faster tempo with a steadier triple metre, as noted above, giving this section a dance-like quality that is distinctly different from the earlier parts of the song. The steady rocking rhythm may have been what reminded John Hewson of a lullaby. When I first heard this, I noted that the first phrase sounds a bit like “London Bridge is Falling Down.” These associations indicate how we automatically map repertoire from our own experience on to new and unfamiliar songs that we encounter. The fact that this part of the song uses a familiar major scale (albeit spanning an octave from the sixth degree of the scale), may make it still easier for Euroamerican associations to come to mind. The final text phrase of this third part repeats, although the two melodic phrases differ. This gives a distinct sense of closure to this section of the performance. Once again, however, I have chosen to explore whether this part of Santu’s song might be related to a variety of repertoires that she might possibly have encountered, acknowledging that the intuitive responses of both Hewson and myself are not to be discounted since European children’s songs or lullabies might well have been part of Santu’s cosmopolitan experience. This is the only section of her song with repeated syllables (“lu lu lu ...”) that are almost surely vocables rather than lexically meaningful text, as noted above. Such syllables are common in both English-language and Innu lullabies, the latter called bébé ataushu, for instance. (On the other hand, vocables might indicate that she simply forgot the words in this one phrase.) My search among other Wabanaki or Innu repertoires revealed that Malecite “wedding dances” recorded by Mechling in 1911 have phrases in triple metre, rare among other genres of Algonquian music, but there is nothing else to connect this part of Santu’s song to the Malecite genre. I am aware of a single Innu hymn that switches from a free rhythm section to a triple metre section, but one example is hardly evidence. So the question of possible links to specific genres remains open.

An additional question is whether other Wabanaki songs ever had multiple sections with different melodic and rhythmic characteristics. By the 1950s, when Nicholas Smith recorded Wabanaki (mostly Penobscot) songs, there were, indeed, a number of songs with two distinct sections. But other features such as consistent triple or more often quadruple metres and parallel phrases with open and closed cadences contrast quite markedly with the style of Santu’s song.

The internal evidence that is recoverable by analyzing this performance closely, then, suggests that Santu may have sung three songs for Speck rather than one. Double bar lines indicate the end of each of the three sections in my transcription. The notation tries to reflect some of the differences between the three sections of the song, by using no bar lines in the middle section, for instance. Was it usual for singers to run songs together in this way? While it is hard to know, we
might again note that Frances Densmore’s instructions for collectors includes the following: “Singers should not be allowed to ‘run their songs together’” (Gray 1988, ix).

The nature of my analysis is clearly Eurocentred, focused on pitch- and rhythm-based stylistic features, and these may not be the most relevant song elements to explore at all. Indeed, most First Nations musicians with whom I have worked speak about genre in very different terms: relating to dance steps, to places of origin for specific repertoire, to individual stories that generated specific songs, or — and this is the marker that I thought might be useful for Santu’s song — they point to distinctive phrases of vocables that mark specific types of music. Hence, the phrase “Gainawiyo heja” identifies the eskanye (women’s shuffle dance) of the Haudenosaunee, or the final phrase of vocables “he ye no we” ends a “peyote” song of the Native American church. But as yet, I have not found any vocable phrases in Mi’kmaq archival sources that help identify any parts of this performance.

Raising even more questions than the criteria I used to analyze the song itself are the historical connections that I offered. Here the enormous question of how and why we might try to reconstruct histories of oral traditions and oral performances is evoked. While all musical traditions change and develop over time, the sorts of style changes that we associate with written traditions (classical European music, for instance) and with societies where innovation has been highly valorized are not usually appropriate expectations for oral traditions. Hence, while composers from Brahms to Reich might have changed the whole language of classical music in the course of a century, oral traditions maintained during the same time period may have added some repertoire from new sources, changed performance practice, and slowly altered versions of well-known songs, but the change happens differently, and arguably more slowly. Hence, we have dozens of variants of “traditional” English ballads or Irish dance tunes, variants that migrated across national borders and instrumental techniques, variants that were localized or exoticized, variants that responded to the availability of musical instruments or new media. In the currently maintained English- and French-language oral traditions of Newfoundland and Labrador, for instance, some repertoire can be traced to the sixteenth or seventeenth century, much more to broadsides of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries to American sheet music of the early twentieth century, or to local composers who draw on all of the above styles when they made up new songs.

There has, thus far, been surprisingly little work done on specific histories of Native American repertoires, but a few things about transmission processes are evident. Like other oral traditions such as the ballads or dance tunes alluded to, variants migrated and transformed in relation to a variety of factors but specific tunes, or shorter motifs, contours, or rhythmic patterns are sometimes recognizable across these variants. For this reason, I do not think it is advisable to regard Santu’s statement to Speck that she learned her songs from her father as an indication that her
repertoire originated at a specific time or in a specific place. He maintained his repertoire in the last half of the nineteenth century but it is likely that some of it predated his lifetime while some might have been quite “modern.” There is an argument to be made, then, that sources from divergent time periods can justifiably be compared when trying to determine histories of orally transmitted songs. On the other hand, I would be remiss if I were to suggest that the historical evidence is either clear or adequate. The connections I make are well considered but ultimately speculative.

First Nations repertoires that were associated with ceremony rather than social occasions have often been resistant to change since “errors” in performance had severe consequences. Even Christian hymns in Aboriginal languages, especially those that were taught using music notation, changed slowly (as Tom Gordon’s paper in this volume demonstrates). Some hymns changed more than others. The Innu language version of “Veni Creator Spiritus” is melodically and rhythmically like the Latin hymn. The contemporary Innu version of the “Huron Carol,” on the other hand, differs substantially from the tune that has been frequently reprinted. The hymn form that I reference in relation to part two of Santu’s song is not quite like either of these but is rather a formula-like mode of delivering a text. The initial leap up to rest on a long note, the subsequent utterance of the text in a conjunct melodic pattern that curves in and around the long note’s pitch, and the use of conventional phrase ending patterns can be adapted to many different texts.

There is also evidence that certain phrases from older repertoire are now incorporated in contemporary social dance music, sometimes moving to a new “genre” in the process. This transmission process is also found in many other oral traditions. In such cases, then, the history of a specific genre is cross-cut by the collective memory of musical fragments that are reused in new contexts.

A significant dimension of song histories for Native Americans is often in the stories that accompany songs. The gifts of songs from other nations are carefully noted. Often the individuals who brought a certain form of traditional knowledge are remembered. In some traditions — the Inuit drum song tradition, for instance — composers are carefully acknowledged and repertoires can be dated relatively accurately. In others, where songs are “received” in dreams, even the concept of a “composer” is not relevant. Santu acknowledges her father as the source of her songs but further detail about the acquisition of her repertoire is lost.

In sum, then, many questions remain about the historical roots or generic associations of the song. Its three contrasting styles, however, seem quite clear. I do think it likely that Santu was trying to demonstrate to Speck her eclectic repertoire, partly derived from her own people and partly from those she encountered on her travels. The concept of recording one’s voice, making it available to others, must have been such a powerful experience. It seems likely to me that the choice of what you would sing in such a momentous circumstance would not be arbitrary. Santu is
perhaps one of the first indigenous singers to use audio recording not to represent a static culture but to bridge cultures, as she did with her baskets, beadwork, and fortune-telling. She saw cultural interaction as dynamic and was clearly proud of her hybrid heritage.

**FRANK SPECK’S MEDIATION OF SANTU’S STORY**

After Speck recorded Santu in the company of her son and granddaughter in Connecticut, probably at their camp along the Penobscot River, he cast and recast information about her for different purposes. First, consider his field notes: initially, fragmentary words and phrases, mostly Beothuk nouns for people (Osaganna, described here as “own name”), Santu (old ladies name — not “Old Lady’s name”), Kop (“her grandfather’s name”) or “alasudma” (Micmac), and things he probably saw around their camp (blanket, cradle, gun). We see hints about the weather (rain), activities (“leaves smoked,” “pray, made cross”). The fragments of vocabulary suggest that he solicited Beothuk words perhaps by pointing to objects or people and recording names. There is little sense of coherent conversation conveyed here. Later in the notebook (right page) we begin to get much fuller explanations, as if the communication improved. She describes the spring red dye ceremony and dice games (perhaps related to Mi’kmaq waltes games) that were part of it.

The rest of his notebook entry is more literary. He writes an entire paragraph about canoe construction, a sentence about sacrificing arrows used to kill an animal, another returning to the red ochre ceremony. These passages found their way into the section of his published book that is replicated at the beginning of this article. What does the fluent, more literary style tell us? Were these passages written later? Or did they perhaps indicate that Santu and probably her adult son started, at this point, to speak English to Speck?

His published account of these same topics suggests that he relied a great deal on his memory for additional detail. I wonder, for instance, how he concludes that “Osaganna” — “own name” in his notebook (Figures 5 and 6) — was a localized name for the Beothuk people rather than a family name, clan name, or name for a regional group. A second context for Speck was the news media. Undoubtedly with newspapers or the popular press in mind, he took photographs of Santu and her family in their camp. The cropped head and shoulders reproductions in a newspaper story about the family show little of the context of their lives. The headline (Figure 7) exaggerates her age (saying she was almost 100, when she was probably about 60, judging by the ages of her son and granddaughter, or in her seventies if Speck’s own estimate of her birthday is accurate). He casts their relationship with the Mi’kmaq as adversarial (“living among those they abhorred”), ignoring that they spoke Mi’kmaq and had equally strong Mi’kmaq as Beothuk roots.
Figure 5. Page from Speck’s notebook where his first meeting with Santu Toney is referenced. Courtesy of the American Philosophical Society. Ms. collection 126.
Figure 6. Subsequent page from Speck’s notebook.
Figure 7. Newspaper article published by Speck about Santu Toney. Courtesy of the American Philosophical Society. Ms. collection 126.
A third context for Speck is the academic one, and here his correspondence with colleagues indicates that he expected scholarship would be argumentative and adversarial. At this stage of his career, he was confronted by James P. Howley, Director of the Geological Survey of Newfoundland, who from his office in St. John’s had compiled all the data on the Beothuk that would constitute his book of 1915. Speck and Howley corresponded in 1911 and 1912. Howley challenged the basis on which Speck determined Santu’s Beothuk lineage, particularly because those names (including Santu) and vocabulary items noted in Speck’s fieldnotes “didn’t sound Beothuk.” Howley neither references Santu nor includes Speck in the bibliography of his book, published four years later (1915).

But while Howley was ready to discount her credibility because she was apparently hybrid, Speck too was clearly devoted to thinking of the Beothuk as a separate and distinct people, noting “the Beothuk was an independent stock and tribe. They were not related to any of the other Indians about them, either in language or in race.” In the face of the mixed parentage of Santu herself as well as her son and granddaughter, the statement indicates a determined effort not to look at hybridity, encounter, and the complexity of lived experience. In 1917, Mechling (with whom Speck had a rather cordial relationship, judging by their correspondence) comments that “your table of similarities between the Eastern Algonquians and Beothuk seemed to me to be a very false sampling as there were many points of similarity as well as difference not included in the table.”

In conclusion, it is essential to emphasize that all representations of texts, including musical texts, are deeply connected to what we expect to find. Speck, like Howley, sought evidence of “authentic Beothuk” culture and had no interest in looking at the internal consistency of this song, or even ensuring that his transcription was complete. My approach was to search for traces of encounter, but my tools are constrained by Eurocentred notational practices and style analysis. Our different approaches illustrate what studies recently published in an anthology by Brown and Vibert (1996) demonstrate: how both the uses of texts and the ever-changing contexts that surround their creation, re-creation, and representation are essential components of historical study. They quote Johannes Fabian’s argument that “in acts that produce ethnographic knowledge, creations of text and creations of context are of the same kind” (xx). And they play with the image of the window, suggesting that texts are not simply open windows on the past but “textured panes of glass, framing outlines of distant shapes, subtle hints of movement. If we approach the texts alert to their refractions as well as to our own angles of vision, there is much to learn” (xx). In the case of Santu’s song, those refractions have included the mediations of both audio recording and print. The angles of vision have been shaped by different academic expectations and different sociocultural experiences. New means of contextualizing her life story, in relation to ongoing debates about the hybrid and complex histories of Aboriginal people in Newfoundland, in relation to the biographical recovery of the lives of Eastern Woodlands women as cultural mediators, in relation to different disciplinary con-
structs and post-colonial ways of reading texts change the image of Santu Toney and, hopefully, help give her back her voice.

Notes

1She had one grandparent of European origin and a Beothuk father. No information is recorded about her mother.

2In 2005-2006, the CBC recording of the song in its original form, as performed anew by Jean Hewson, and the interview with John Hewson were accessible at www.cbc.ca/programs/thismorning/fsound/musical_memories/musical_memories_091300.html. By January 2007, the CBC program information was no longer accessible without login protocol.

3Two of the most recent studies weighing the evidence in support of such contradictory arguments are Marshall (1988) and Martijn (2003). While Marshall concludes that the relationship was predominantly antagonistic, Martijn finds more evidence of collaboration, a conclusion that Santu Toney’s story supports.

4After noting a comment submitted to the Newfoundland and Labrador Heritage website (www.heritage.nf.ca), I made contact with Andy Born with Three Thumbs, in Nova Scotia. His grandfather, Joe Toney, is likely the youngest son of Santu Toney shown in the photo.


6At the new provincial Museum of Newfoundland and Labrador at The Rooms, opened in the summer of 2005, for instance.

7An indication of how difficult this was is the complete omission of reference to Speck’s recording in Howley’s book of 1915, even though there had been correspondence between Speck and Howley (American Philosophical Society Archives, 4595a, Beothuk-Micmac; Ms. collection 126) about Santu Toney. Later historians such as Pastore (1992) and Marshall (1998) reference Speck’s work with Toney.

8Stephen Augustine, interview with BD, October 2005.

9In addition to the author, two specially trained individuals worked on this recording: Spencer Crewe, the audio engineer for the Research Centre for Music, Media, and Place at Memorial University; and Graham Newton, audio restoration expert. We also used a copy restored by CBC engineers, referred to by Hewson. Santu’s song may be heard on the CD in Diamond’s textbook, Native American Music in Eastern North America (2008).

10The sound may be heard on many of Mechling’s Malecite recordings (housed at the Canadian Museum of Civilization) made at approximately the same time.

11In my doctoral dissertation (“Music of the Netsilik Eskimo. A Study of Stability and Chance,” 1982), for instance, where I used elements of the analytical methods of Mieczyslaw Kolinski, often modifying them to be what, in my opinion, was more culturally relevant for the Netsilik Inuit drum dance songs I was considering.

12My previous work on First Nations song traditions leads me to be vigilant about the utility ofEurocentred approaches that emphasize pitch and rhythm when timbre or perfor-
mance context (or other aspects) may be more important. The isolation of a song from its performance context is particularly problematic. Furthermore, the very concept of a “song” as a unique and identifiable object with a discrete beginning and ending and a fixed form is not always relevant.

1If these are song fragments, the descriptions of “formal structure” may be irrelevant.

14Letter names without superscript correspond to the piano keys in the octave immediately below middle C; letter names with a superscript “1” correspond to the octave above.

15The Mechling collection of Malecite songs housed in the Canadian Museum of Civilization, and the Allaire collection of Mi’kmaq songs housed in the Centre d’Études Acadiéennes at the Université de Moncton.

16The Western terminology used here could be criticized since the so-called ambivalence of the tonal centre (sometimes gravitating toward G and sometimes E) may be indication of the inadequacy of adopting an approach from a “foreign” cultural system. On the other hand, many of the Innu hymns are rooted in the modes of Gregorian chant, the labels of which I have used here.

17A transcription labeled “Maliseet Love Song” in Curtis Burlin’s *The Indians’ Book* ([1907] 1968, 27) has similar features.

18Both Innu transcriptions are of performances I recorded in Labrador in 1980.

19In my *Native American Music of Eastern North America* (New York: Oxford University Press, 2008) I include one example of a phrase from a Penobscot “round dance” song, recorded by Speck during his fieldwork that extended from 1907 to 1918, with a later trip in 1936, that is now part of a women’s pine cone song, used by several Wabenaki nations.

20The photos have been reissued in a number of publications.

21Letter of 22 March 1917, American Philosophical Society Archives.
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